
    

Indian Law Society’s Centre for Arbitration and Mediation, Pune 

Announces  

Winter School Programme in Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanisms 

20th to 28th April 2023 

About the Institute 

The ILS Centre for Arbitration and Mediation (ILSCA) was 

established on 3rd December 2016 by the Governing Council of the 

Indian Law Society with the primary aim of providing facilities for ad-

hoc and also institutional arbitration and mediation, both in domestic 

as well as international spheres, alongside conducting training 

programmes and courses centred around ADR. 

To achieve this aim, we have raised a state-of-the-art infrastructure 

situated in a separate designated building with facilities which help us 

achieve our commitment to promote a cordial and rational settlement of disputes between parties through 

arbitration as well as other methods of dispute resolution. Along with the institutional set up, we also provide 

training through workshops, training programs and courses. These are offered to members of the legal 

fraternity, students and other professionals who have an interest in arbitration and mediation. We collaborate 

with other professional institutes, wherever necessary, for accrediting Arbitrators and Mediators. 

In a short span since its establishment and active functioning, ILSCA has emerged as a popular venue for the 

conduct of arbitral and mediation proceedings, as well as a Centre with immense learning opportunities and 

training programmes. 

 

About the Winter School 

The ILSCA is pleased to announce its first Winter School Programme in Alternative Dispute Resolution 

Mechanisms. The Programme has been designed to introduce the participants to the world of ADR – 

Arbitration, Conciliation, Mediation and Negotiation – and provide them with the opportunity to learn from 

stalwarts in the field, and also meet like-minded individuals during the course of the programme in order to 

help widen their horizon of understanding ADR. 

The school will feature an interactive eight-day programme introducing participants to 

ADR, related practice development and career opportunities. Young practitioners and 

graduate students working in the field of dispute resolution will particularly benefit 

from this programme. The course aims to be the pathway of introduction to the world 

of ADR, and help participants realise the future of ADR, both in India and globally. 

The course has been designed for students of the law, other student and professionals intrigued about ADR, 

and wishes to achieve a good understanding of the concepts of ADR. 

Course Details 

The Course will be conducted online. 



 

Date of 

Commencement:  

20th April 2023 

Duration of the 

course 

8 days  (20th April 2023 to 28th April 2023) 

Beneficiaries of this 

course 

(1) Advocates (2) Law students (4) Officers from Government Legal 

Departments and Private Companies (5) Engineers (6) Professors  

Timings 6.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m.  

Fees  Rs. 15,000/- (Incl. GST)  

Payment Mode  Online Only 

Payment can be done online through Direct SBI, Net banking and Credit card  

 

(Once you click on Proceed to Pay, webpage of SBI online will open-chose 

your option of payment) 

 

Debit Cards payments are NOT acceptable. 

Seats Limited 

Examination 

Certification Online theory assessment at the end of the course  

  

Eligibility:  

▪ III, IV, V B.A.LL.B. and I, II, III LL.B.  

▪ Graduate of any recognised University in any discipline 

▪ Diploma in any discipline or any equivalent degree from a recognised Institution 
 

Key Benefits to the Participants 

Learning at the Winter School will yield –  

o acquiring theoretical and practical ADR skills in various fields 

o comprehensive training in theoretical aspects of ADR 

o gaining knowledge on key transversal topics 

o networking opportunities with top academics, practitioners and ADR Professionals 

o better understanding of various career paths in ADR 

o exposure to various perspectives 

o access to teaching methods and teaching materials by experts in the field 

o certificate of participation upon successful completion. 

Highlights & Key Features – click here 



The online participation involves full participation in all classes via the Zoom platform, with the possibility to 

ask questions, participate in discussions and access all course materials. 

Programme and Application Procedure 

The winter school programme will feature top academics, practitioners and experts in the field of ADR who 

will deliver interactive classes in the area of their expertise. The programme also includes exercises to 

improvise the quality of learning and yield an in-depth understanding to the participants. 

 

To apply to attend the ILSCA Winter School on ADR, please complete the registration on www.ilslaw.edu. 

For any additional information please reach out to us on ilsca@ilslaw.in  

Course coordinator:       Ms. Sathya Narayan,    -    Director, ILSCA 

Contact:                           Ms. Pooja Kannurkar   -     9730851022 

                     Ms. Manjusha Gurjar   -    9422060258 
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